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Imagine for a moment a magic cocktail mixer, where dreams and reality are transformed 
into a unique sensation where all the arts find their meeting point. Choreography, stage 
design, landscape painting, action and the visual arts get together for a rousing discussion 
in every work by Ellen Kooi (Leeuwarden, The Netherlands, b. 1962), one of the most 
interesting figures in current European photography. 
 
Ellen Kooi's photographs show incredible worlds you'd love to immerse yourself in. They are 
portraits of stages which are both real and oneiric, with an exquisite mixture resulting from the 
interaction between the main characters and the landscape as an actor itself. Everything is very 
spontaneous, as if the situations in which this young Dutch photographer places people – never 
random – were as natural as the surroundings. 
 
Her relationship with photography began during her schooling, when she was immersed in the 
world of drama – something she would evince later in her work, turning the gestures and actions 
of the characters portrayed into the main attraction – when she started to do various combined 
works, employing photography collages. The resulting original style took her deeper into both 
aspects that would mark her forthcoming artistic career: stage arts and photography. 
 
When a viewer gets closer to Ellen Kooi’s work for the first time, he or she cannot stop thinking 
about the strongly personal character this young Dutch woman imparts to every single 
production she makes, a concrete style, a mark which permits us to recognise her works at any 
moment and in any context. Her work consists of large format pieces, with a strong symmetry in 
the shots, where the models she uses highlight the action they are performing, indicating the 
importance of their presence in the final result; works where lighting and landscape painting are 
key elements. It could be said of her works that they are conditioned by constant duality, where 
the meaning and perception obtained from each element play relevant roles, to converge in a 
final vision of the production. 
 
The sense of place with which she strives to imbue her pieces assures there is a very close 
relationship with the landscapes of the Netherlands. “This relationship is definitely like that. 
Each photograph is named after the place where it was taken. What is particular about Holland, 
and different from other countries, is that people not only came and settled, but we have had to 
create the spaces around us in order to fight against the risk of flooding,” she explains. This is a 
key issue in her work: if an artist like Ellen Kooi processes and pictures what she has seen all 
her life, it should not be surprising how important spaces and their modifications are to her. “In 
some way, this occurs in other places, but in the Netherlands this is much more evident and 
visible,” she affirms. 
 
Landscape painting thus becomes one of the main signals of identity in Ellen Kooi’s artworks, 
in which the place where the ideas are pictured becomes an essential element in understanding 
the final result the spectator observes. Certain influences of classic and figurative masters of 
painting can be found in the prevailing landscape of each piece. Thus, reminiscences from 
Dutch, Baroque, and even pre-Raphaelite and symbolist painters are acknowledged, not only in 
the landscape painting context, but also in the lightening, the final disposition of the elements, 
and the importance given to the actions and gestures of people portrayed in them. 
 
The evident realism of her productions – realism understood as a figurative perception and 
something that really exists or happens – comes also, somehow, through the references to 
auteurs who, though more contemporary, never abandoned the original premises of realistic 
painting.  
 



However, despite most of the photographs being depictions of scenes she creates in her mind, 
some of her pieces are fed directly from other auteurs’ imagery. Thus, when we calmly 
contemplate Christina's World or Turkey Pond, two of the most emblematic pieces by the 
American Andrew Wyeth, it is more than going deeper into the conceptual references of 
Borssele: Rode jurk or Hindeloopen: De ijsdame. It is also to go deeper, and understand the 
intentions behind the notions of a realistic painter, who captures his own imagination and 
worlds in his own works, in a total figurative and realistic way. 
 
The presence of actors and participants in Kooi's photographs is also a product of the artist’s 
concern about how they react to space: “I have always been interested in how certain places 
affect people’s behaviour and how they live. I am fascinated by the influence of geography in 
people,” she explains. Thus, the interaction of protagonists in the landscape could be classified 
as “bidirectional”: “Sometimes I try to recreate impressions that landscapes transmit to me and 
other times I use landscape and how the individual gets by in it; like a metaphor of how he 
lives.” 
 
However, it could be noted that her characters sometimes represent an even more imaginary part 
of the work than landscape itself, translated into what is “real”, what exists. Body language 
plays a great role in the actors’ relationship with their environment. In each photograph one 
finds a wealth of gestures, as well as tableaux modelled on stage arts such as drama, 
performance or choreography: “I am interested in body language and this is why I find 
inspiration in contemporary dance, which is a widely developed art in the Netherlands.” 
 
When spectators encounter Ellen Kooi’s work, they can appreciate it as a stage which could be 
used perfectly to develop pieces of drama from the European avant-garde, from names such as 
Pina Bausch and Wim van de Keybus – authors famous for using magical or surrealist frames, 
and putting actors in them in brief, intense moments of dialogue and action. 
  
Lighting, another of the issues of great interest in her work, has a lot to say in the interaction – 
and final results – of Kooi's work. The production’s end result starts to grow at the same place 
and instant where the shots are captured: “In the location I work with additional illumination, 
based in colours the existing light offers. I do it like that to emphasise the atmosphere I am 
looking for.” 
  
The importance of this tool carries on to the post-production stage, where the results obtained 
are retouched in as many as three different negatives. “In the computer I can do the colouration 
and atmosphere I want to get. But what the spectator sees is an action that has taken place and 
that has occurred in the place where it is seen,” the artist says. The luminosity affects the results 
in the final piece, which is translated into an action both oneiric and real: “I never change the 
landscape, only the light”. 
 
Ellen Kooi invites her spectators to experience sensations and perceptions in each of her works, 
filled with mystery, melancholy, and a certain romantic feeling. All of them are the fruit of a 
combination of diverse art fields which converge in a multidisciplinary base. It is this base 
which makes this young Dutch photographer one of the greatest renewing forces for European 
photographic language. 


